HI. I'm Parka!
Ready to explore?

LET'S GO!
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W E L C O M E TO CLUB PARKA!
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Club Parka is a special program of activities to help young visitors
and their families make the most of their visit to Parks Canada places.
Our mascot Parka encourages kids to get up and go, see and do,
explore and enjoy!
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Parka's Path
Help Parka find her friend Gray Jay.

How many animals can you count in the picture?

LET'S GO!

Parka Puzzle
Let's go camping! Help Parka put up her tent.
Number the pictures in the right order.

What's your favourite part of camping?

Colours in Nature

I Like to Move It!

Nature has many different colours.
Look around you and draw things that are
green, yellow, blue and red.

Parka likes to move in many different ways.
Copy the cool moves of things you see during your visit.

FLAP
like a bird

HOP
like a frog

D
SWAY
like a tree

How many items did you find for each colour?

MARCH
like a soldier
DANCE
like Parka

MOVE YOUR A R M S
like the arms of a clock

PRANCE
like a deer

Please help me
find all these
things/

Eye Spy

Can you spy with your little eye
everything that Parka is looking for?
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Weather Wiz

Odd One Out

Rain or shine Parka is always ready to play
Help Parka prepare for her adventure by (^FrcNncj
the symbols that match today's weather.

Can you spot the two differences in each row?
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Check off the items that you and Parka
might need for today's adventure.
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Parka Scavenger Hunt

Parka wants to
hear from you!

Parka needs your help finding the things listed below.
( y ] C h e c k off the items as you find them!

Parents, please complete the following comment card questions, and return
this page to the Visitor Centre or a Parks Canada employee. Thank you!
The Place You Are Visiting
*

1. While completing this booklet, did your child find it...
•

Parks Canada

|~ 1 Acorn or

employee

' — ' pinecone

|

I Someone
with a
I—> wit
camera

D

] Flag waving
in the wind

D Very Fun

O Fun

D Kind of Fun

D Not So Fun

D Boring

2. Which 3 activities did your child like BEST? (Check the boxes)
Which 3 activities did your child like LEAST? (Cross them out)
•
Picnic
table

D

•

Bird in
the sky

Something
with four legs

~J Parka Scavenger Hunt

Parka's Story

~] Draw a Picture
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/ Like to Move It!

Parka's Path

D

Eye Spy

Z\ Parka Puzzle
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Weather Wiz

[~J Colours in Nature

D

Odd One Out

•

3. How old is your child?
Butterfly
or insect

Something
green

•

Something
wet

Red chair

D

Under 3

D

5 or 6

D

3 or 4

D

7 and Up

fDon't
£orget\
( to complete the ]
^^other side! J

Parka wants to
hear from you!
Here's your chance to tell us what you think
about the activities in this Club Parka booklet.
Extra Comments
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THANK YOU
FOR YOUR
INPUT!

Participation is voluntary. All information provided will remain anonymous and confidential,
and the results will be used in aggregate form only. If you have any questions about the collection and
use of the information in this survey, please email us at information@pc.gc.ca or call 1-888-773-8888.
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You can have fun in lots of
Parks Canada places! Go to
parkscanada.gc.ca/xplorers
to see where they are.

Let's Go!
Play. Learn. Grow. With

Visit www.parkscanada.gc.ca/Parka for Parka's app, videos, activities and more.
Some Club Parka activities are featured in the pages of Chirp Magazine and Pomme d'api\

